Twins Can Be Different

This is Dory.
This is Glory.
They are twins.
They look alike.
They sound alike.
They are not the same.

Dory likes frogs.
Glory does not.

Glory likes pink.
Dory does not.
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Dory likes rain.
Glory does not.

Glory likes snow.
Dory does not.
They are twins.
They look alike.
They are not the same.
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This is Dory.
This is Glory.
They are twins.

They were born on the same day.
They have the same eyes.
They have the same nose.
They have the same hair.
They are not the same in every way.

Dory likes frogs.
Glory does not.
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Glory likes pink.
Dory does not.

Dory likes rain.
Glory does not.

Glory likes snow.
Dory does not.

They are twins.
They look alike and sound alike.
But they are very different.
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This is Dory and Glory.  
As you can see, they are twins. 

Dory and Glory were born on the same day. 
That means they share their birthday. 
They have the same eyes. 
They have the same nose. 
They have the same hair. 
They are also very different from each other.  

Dory likes frogs. 
Glory definitely does not.
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Glory likes pink.
Dory definitely does not.

Dory likes playing in the rain.
Glory definitely does not.

Dory and Glory are twins.
They look alike and even sound alike.
Some people can’t tell them apart.
But you can if you know them.
But they are very different people.